
consumed per stride. This value is independent of
running speed. There is only a 17 percent difference
between the value for emperors (4.3 X 10 1 02 kg-'
stride ') and for that of Adélies (5.3 X 10 10, kg-'
stride-'). We are collecting stride frequency data from
other two-legged runners to see if energy cost per
stride is similar in these species as well.

The field team for this study, at McMurdo from
October 1973 to February 1974, included Dr. Fedak,
Mr. Pinshow, Ms. Hana Pinshow, and Ms. Katherine
Muzik. This research was supported by National
Science Foundation grant Gv-39184A.
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Viscous properties of bird blood
at low temperatures

GILBERT A. BLOCK and DAVID E. MuiuusH
Department of Biology

Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

The blood flowing through the unfeathered feet
and legs of antarctic birds experiences a large change
in temperature (Murrish and Guard, 1973). Blood
may cool from body temperature to near the freezing
point of the tissues and then be rewarmed as it returns
to the body core. These alterations in temperature
have a profound effect on the flow properties of the
blood (Guard and Murrish, 1973). The viscosity of
whole blood may increase three to four times as
temperatures decrease from 38 0 to 0°C. The magni-
tude of the viscosity change observed in whole blood
cannot be accounted for merely by the effect of
temperature on the viscous properties of water. Other
factors present in whole blood consequently must be
involved. The most important among them are the
total plasma protein concentration, the volume and
shape of the erythrocytes, and the hematocrit. As
part of our continuing studies on the physical be-
havior of the blood of polar homeotherms, we ex-
amined the relationship of the size of erythrocytes and
plasma protein concentration with the viscosity of
blood from five species of antarctic birds at various
temperatures.

The birds used were the gentoo penguin (Pygoscelis
papua), the chinstrap penguin (Pygoscelis antarc-
tica), the Adélie penguin (Pygoscelis adélie), the

blue-eyed shag (Phalacrocorax atriceps), the south
polar skua (Catharacta skua mccormicki), and the
giant petrel (Macronectes giganteus). The animals
all were collected in the vicinity of Palmer Station.
Blood samples were obtained in the field by veni-
puncture into heparanized syringes. In the laboratory,
hematocrits were determined and red blood cell
counts were made on an improved Neubauer hema-
cytometer (American Optical). Measurementsof the
dimensions of wet red blood cells were made vith a
calibrated ocular-micrometer and the volume was
calculated from the equation for an ellipsoidS The
concentration of total plasma protein was determined
with the biuret method. Values for the above param-
eters are given in the table. Data for apparent vis-
cosity of blood at 50 percent hematocrit are from
Guard and Murrish (1973).

The two species of penguins had the greatest
apparent blood viscosity observed in the five species
at the four temperatures (fig. 1). The south polar
skua and the giant petrel had the lowest apparent
viscosity. Total plasma protein concentration have
little effect on the apparent viscosity of whole blood
of antarctic birds at 38°C. As blood temperatures
decrease, however, the apparent viscosity becomes
more dependent on protein concentration until at 0°C.
the apparent viscosity of the blood from the gentoo
penguin, with its high protein concentration, is 1.6
times greater than that of the giant petrel.

Erythrocyte volume has little effect on aparent
viscosity at 38°C. (fig. 2). The effect of a largr cell
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Figure 1. Relationship between total protein concentration (g
proteinh1100 ml plasma) and the apparent viscosity (c.ntips.) of
blood of five species of antarctic birds. The apparent viscosity
was measured at 50 percent hematocrit and at four temperatures

(Guard and Murrish, 973).
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Erythrocyte dimensions, counts, and plasma protein concentrations of six species of antarctic birds.

	

Erythrocyte measurement	 Total
- plasma

RBC count	Hematocrit	Length	Width	Depth Volume protein
pecies	Number	(RBC/m13)	(percent)	(ii)	 (,.)	()	(.8)	(g/lOO ml)
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polar skua	8
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45.5 ±2.4
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8.4± .2
	

2.4
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petrel
	

9
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44.9 ±2.9
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3.60
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the loss of body heat. The blue-eyed shag is a diving
bird and also spends considerable time in the water.
Their plasma protein concentration, erythrocyte vol-
ume, and viscosity at low temperatures is intermediate
between the penguins and the giant petrel and skua,
neither of which spends much time in the water.

Mr. Block was in the field from December 16,
1973, to February 27, 1974. This work was supported
by National Institutes of Health grant HL-14640-02
and National Science Foundation grant Gv-35343.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the calculated erythrocyte volume
and apparent viscosity of blood from antarctic birds.

volume has a greater influence on apparent viscosity
as the temperature decreases. At 0°C., the apparent
viscosity of 50 percent hematocrit blood of the gentoo
penguin, with its large red blood cell volume, is 1.4
times that of the south polar skua.

Penguins can be considered aquatic birds since they
spend as many as 8 months of the year away from
land and in antarctic waters. The unfeathered legs
and feet and the poorly insulated flippers are areas
where considerable body heat could be lost to the
cold water. The high plasma protein concentration
and the large erythrocyte size may be an adaptation
of these birds to the cold acquatic environment. They
contribute to the high viscosity at low blood tempera-
tures in penguins. This would tend to increase the
vascular resistance and hence decrease the flow of
blood into cold extremities. The lower volume of
blood, coupled with the countercurrent vascular heat
exchanger in these extremities, would greatly reduce
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Osmoregulation and thermoregulation
studies of the Adélie penguin

H. T. HAMMEL, J . A. MAGGERT, and R. KAUL
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California 92037

Altering the temperature of the rostral brainstem
in animals elicits thermoregulatory responses that
change the deep body temperature in the opposite
direction. Altering the temperature of the same neural
tissue in the Adélie penguin has almost no effect upon
its deep body temperature but it does elicit osmoregu-
latory responses. Two pairs of thermodes were
implanted stereotaxically to straddle the preoptic and
anterior hypothalamic (P0AH) nuclei of the penguin.
A reentrant tube also was implanted in the mid-line,
into which a thermocouple could be inserted to
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